We consider the kinetics of irreversible film growth in solid-on-solid models with various restrictions on the adsorption (or growth) sites. We show how the master equations for the probabilities of subconfigurations of filled sites can be analyzed exactly to obtain coverages and spatial correlations for the first several layers. These provide an efficient framework for analysis of the early-stage growth kinetics, and indicate rapid attainment of asymptotic behavior. We illustrate the (1+1)-and (2+1)-dimensional cases for the simplest restricted solidon-solid condition, and various modifications.
I. INTRODUCTION Theoretical effort toward understanding the nonequilibrium growth of thin films has intensified in recent years. The emphasis has been on the asymptotic behavior of the roughness and height-height correlation functions [1] . In contrast, much of the experimental interest is in the early stages of growth of ultrathin films [2] . Our analysis of restricted solid-on-solid (RSOS} models [3] shifts the focus from the asymptotics to the initial growth kinetics.
Adopting an approach used previously for single-step models [4] , we show how exact (finite) [5] = fS(Vh, V2h, . . . )+ri(x, t) .
Here f is a uniform deposition fiux; S is the "sticking probability" which depends on the local slope, curvature, etc. , and s}t is a zero-mean 5-function-correlated noise, so (sl) =0 and ( r(ixt) r( ix't')) =2D5(x -x')5(t t')-
Clearly the RSOS adsorption-site concentration, and thus S, will decrease with increasing~Vh~, and S will be identically zero at the maximum allowed slope [5] [7] . Since 
to be compared with (2) for the first layer. [2] . Fig. 2(a) Fig. 4 . Asymptotically one expects [1] w -r~a nd [9] S(t)-constant. In one dimension the 
